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FINDING THE ART
IN YOUR BUSINESS



What
We
Do

 
We produce unique oil paintings for your
brand or business to bring you something
fun and creative to your work environment.
Get your customers talking or your
employees looking forward to working with
you by  bringing a bespoke painting into
peoples lives. Enjoy art without having to go
to a gallery! Feel the benefits of a unique
painting for your business without the price
tag of a gallery. 

Paintings For
Business



Previous
Work



Master
Pizza
We teamed up with the countries leading
takeaway pizza brand - Dominos to launch the
Master Pizza range featuring classic paintings with
a tasty twist. These paintings were created to
show the unique Italian ingredients with Italian
artists - Caravaggio's Michelangelo, Da Vinci!

We turned the restaurant into a gallery and the
artworks were published nationwide. After the
launch, the paintings were included in a
nationwide campaign as well as the artworks
being auctioned off to the public.
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TheDaily Mail
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Father Of
Accountancy
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Xero wanted something completely unique to
celebrate the launch of their new software
programme. They wanted to connect the past with
the present and so decided on showcasing the
journey of man in it's technological advances. 

We created this replica mixed with modern
computersand software from the original painting
titled 'father of accountancy' by Luca Pacioli .

The artwork is now proudly situated in their head
office to remind them of their own personal journal
to become one of the countries biggest providers of
financial security. 



The Grand
Tour



For the release of the popular TV show -
The Grand Tour on Amazon Prime, we
were commissions to create an original oil
painting of the cast - James May, Richard
Hammond & Jeremy Clarkson, next to
famous explorers of the 16th century.
Thomas Cavendish, Sir Francis Drake and
Sir John Hawkins. 

The artwork represented the idea of
exploration, new discoveries  and
showcasing how far the world has come on
its journey of discovery in the natural
world.



How Can
We Help

You? 

Use art to
engage and

connect

Bring creativity
to your

environment

Create
conversations

in your
community

Make art
inclusive again



FIND INSPIRATION
THAT SUITS YOU
Either show us some of your favourite paintings, or
we can do the research for you. Perhaps you have a
favourite style, or you really like the symbolism and
significance of a certain piece. We can discuss and
mock up examples of  what your unique painting will
look like. 

TURN IT INTO 
YOUR OWN 
We love turning something old into something new and
creating a modern version of history. With our original oil
paintings, you can see the impact on your audience, the
connections it brings to people and the pleasure of
bringing  art back into their lives in the most accessible
places. Having artwork in your office, your window, or for
your audience, brings so much more than making your
product stand out.

How 

We 

Work
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R|R A traditional painting with Daddy Boa featuring your iconic
foods, traditional tools and sense of humour. 

What We See For You

POSING MAKING ENJOYING


